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NEW CURRICULAR FOCUS
IN WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAMS

THE CASE FOR A NATIONAL
WOMEN'S STUDIES ASSOCIATION

by Florence Howe

by Elsa Greene

In a year during which we have read each week of cutbacks in
some college or univers ity system, it is heartening to be able to
report that the growth of women's studies has continued at
least at its previous rate. No programs have been lost. We
seem to have reached no plateau-the growth is still accelerating slightly . While in the previous 18 months (from the summer of 1973 until December 1974) 37 new programs were announced, in the past 12 months, 40 new programs have appeared. Perhaps more important than the continued rise in
the number of programs is their new character. Two trends
are observable here: a sharp rise in the number of minor- or
degree-granting programs has reversed the percentages of last
year-two -thirds of programs now offer minors or degrees;
and a concommitant formalizing of the curriculum has occurred within those programs. Perhaps as interesting is the
fact that programs have begun to structure curriculum in
terms of careers for students .

Thinking wishfully, the case for a nat ional women's
studies association is very straightforward : Most of us
who are committed to the study of women are short on
time, energy and money. By organizing ourselves, we
could make our work easier and more effective .

Women's studies courses and programs began, five or six years
ago, in order to compensate for the male-centered and -biased
curriculum . Most programs still offer courses arranged broadly,
to cover as many disciplinary areas as possible, and, in addition ,
to open up new interdisciplinary ones. Majors in women's
studies, from the beginning, saw themselves as attending a mini college within a college. The main question became what could
you do with it?
I remember feeling very hard -pressed by students who wanted
to know what kinds of jobs they could get with a women's
studies major. "The same kinds you'd get with an English or
history major," I said, and then went on to explain the limits
of a B.A. But there was a measure of discomfort in my
response, not only because I thought women's studies ought
to do more for students than English or history, but because
I knew there was something wrong with the conception of
curriculum as smorgasbord. It is not enough for students to
discover that, in all areas of knowledge and life, sexism has
(continued on page 2)

Since 1973, when Catharine Stimpson first suggested the
formation of a national association, there has been widespread consensus about a few basic functions that such an
organization might serve. First, we clearly need a nationwide communications network. Learning administrative
tactics through trial and error is expensive. We would benefit from prompt reporting on our strategic failures and successes. Not only might we sometimes avoid repeating each
other's mistakes, we might also use up-to-date information
about successeselsewhere to strengthen the case for funding similar-or unique - projects of our own . It is ironic
that as women fighting to undo institutionalized ignorance
about ourselves, we have neglected to learn thoroughly
enough about each other's accomplishments.
We need to know what is happening month by month
around the country, and we also need ready access to
central files on curricula, existing programs and research
projects-proposed and in progress. One national resource
center would spare us the impersonal drudgery of form
letter interchanges about our programs; it would facilitate
instead less voluminous and more purposeful correspond ence among us.
In addition to conserving our resources, an all-inclusive
women's studies network would increase our power. We
would gain informal power simply by being in touch with
each other-transmitting
insights, encouragement, job
gossip, advice - rather than working in isolated groups.
(As Elaine Reuben pointed out during a conference held
last spring at Indiana University, traditional educational
administrators are forever keeping each other up on recent
(continued on page 3)
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developments. To deal with them effectively, we need
comparable information from our kind.) A national association would also give us the formal means to legitimate
ourselves through national policy statements, and il: would
give us the power to mobilize support for individuals and
programs that are forced into especially drastic struggles
for survival.
The potential benefits of a national association seem indisputable enough so that I almost wonder why I am sitting
here three years after Stimpson's piece writing yet another
essay stating once again the case for a still nonexistent organization. If an association is self-evidently desirable, why
haven't we formed one up to now? Partly most of us have
been overloaded taking care of our own immediate needs.
Partly we have managed to meet each other in women's sections at the conventions of traditional professional associations, at feminist conferences and at regional conferences
on women's studies. Partly we have gotten by with subscriptions to the Women's Studies Newsletter-letting a
few women supply the money and energy for our only
national publication. But mainly we don't have an association yet because no one has been willing to face the practical political issues involved in translating the idea of a
national organization into a reality.
Carol Lafazan's notes on a recent discussion sponsored by
Brooklyn College list several of the problems we would
need to confront in the process of creating a national
organization. For one: "There is great political diversity
among women's studies programs. Will all programs be
willing to support all other programs?" The vision of our
association mobilizing on behalf of threatened sisters fades.
Should we require a referendum on each imperiled group
before committing our resources to their struggle? Should
we limit membership to only those with whom the rest of
us would be prepared to stand in the event of a crisis?
(Both of the above questions are premised on the possibly
optimistic assumption that in our diversity we will be able
to arrive at a national structure that will accommodate us
long enough to put our supportiveness to the test.)
A second problem is related to the first: "We must guard
against becoming a traditional 'professional' organization.
We should be clear about what the powers and functions of
this organization will be." How do we fight for our survival without trapping ourselves in a codified, self-perpetuating fortress? How do we gain the visibility and
influence of a strong association without becoming a token
ghetto of feminists surrounded by an unaltered patriarchal
monolith? Too much associating exclusively with each
other, and-as Florence Howe has warned-we could go
the way of the home economics profession which has
many students, moderate status and no power to affect
the general curriculum.
One last illustrative difficulty: "We should guard against
unequal distribution of power. Students, faculty and staff
women must be equally involved at all levels of the or ganization." Granting for the moment that we will be
imaginative enough to devise an effective national structure which accommodates ideological differences and
minimizes power differences among students, faculty and
staff women, how do we establish regional power equity?

How do we make sure that small programs are not dominated by large ones? Shall we vote as programs? As individuals? Shall we vote at all? And are community women
to be excluded from the association?
Thinking realistically, perhaps the benefits of remaining
unassociated or of gathering in small, spontaneous local
groups outweigh the value of a national organization.
But no. We do need current information about each other,
access to comprehensive academic resources and the power
of mutual support. All three requirements are best fulfilled by a national association. The national structure
would in no way supercede existing regional and local
groups such as the Western States Women's Studies Association and the Greater Philadelphia Consortium for Women's
Studies. In fact, better communication nationally should
facilitate the growth of regional associations-groups
whose
functions would not be in conflict with the services of the
national organization. Implementing a national association
will be a strenuous challenge. Let's get on with it.
The women at San Jose State University have begun to
plan a national conference which will result in the formation of a national women's studies association. In putting
together a design for a viable, equitable meeting, they have
been handicapped by the nonexistence of a national communications network. (The principle of collective decision
making will be impossible to honor until we have a mechanism for contacting all of the women who have a stake in
what is being decided.) Not being able to consult everyone,
the San Jose women have had to make difficult choices-not
about the eventual structure or function of the association
but about the process that will lead up to the meeting at
which the association will take shape.
Tentatively, the San Jose proposal calls for widely participatory planning activities based in women's studies programs across the nation to be followed by a small, working
meeting of representatives from each existing program.
That the first national women's studies conference should
be invitational will raise some outcries that the San Jose
design is elitist. But invitations will go to programs, not
to individuals, and hopefully the conference will be able to
pay travel expenses for at least one representative from
each school. Thus, women from all regions will be able to
participate in the proceedings regardless of their institutional
budgets.
As more and more women hear about the proposed meeting
at San Jose, they are contributing ideas and offering to take
part in the planning. Regional women's studies conferences
are deliberating the issues . We should be clear as we proceed that the primary question before us is not whether to
have a national network but what kind of network we want
to have. Those few of us who live in cities-or have long
distance telephone and travel funds-will keep in touch.
Somehow the Women's Studies Newsletter will continue.
But only a national association can ensure an equitable distribution of knowledge, power and responsibility among
us all. •
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